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Style Techno, House 
 

 

Tracklist: 

A1 Unknown Destination 08:06 min 

A2 The Third Room 06:51 min 
B1 Get Low 07:08 min 

B2 Dark Side of the Moon 07:53 min 
 

 

 

Info: 

Upps he did it again! Rock 'N Roll comes back to Stock5!! Or is it Heavy Metal? We don't know but it's fat and 

it's from Ahmet Sisman. But instead of bleeding out the same ideas again and again, Ahmet presents a totally 

new side of his soul. 

His beat gains a lot of power and presence, fewer sounds do more without losing the typical Sisman 

atmospheres! The young artist from Essen knows nowadays how to interpret and manipulate tendencies to his 

very own style! And as usual great work and for sure one of the seasons big surprises! 

 

A1 "Unknown Destination" surely reflects the new approach of Ahmet as its best. The purity of the groove, the 

arrangement of the vocals and melodies will let the listener fall into a continuous loop of intense feelings. You 

decide where the journey is going and when you want to come back. 

A2 "The Third Room" comes from deep deep down under. Almighty the beat, the voices dark like a Norwegian 

winter and the arrangement made for the DJs distraction. 

B1 "Get Low" bounces low and with a big portion of humor. The vocals play strange rhythms but nevertheless 

the beat is big, gives a very nice structure and yes or yes should be consumed on a Function1 sound system. 

But for sure the DJs that play this song will have a Function1 system down their feet’s. 

B2 "Dark Side of the Moon" is the secret weapon of the record and the track that will blow minds playing it on 

a time where nobody expects it. Staying without beat for minutes, the kick enters just in time when you really 

need it. 

 

Artwork by Pintamonos | Isita Celis & Jakco Mosqueira 

Written & Produced by Ahmet Sisman | for bookings: tania@playkula.com 

Teaser by GoldenCut / Sebastian Klein | www.goldencut.tv | info@goldencut.tv 


